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Defensive Signals: Attitude 
When we’re on defense, we’re at a distinct disadvantage compared to declarer: We can only see half of the assets at our disposal.  To help 

overcome this disadvantage, we use defensive communications: We use the cards that we play as signals to give partner information about 

our hand in order to  help guide the defense. 

 

There are two necessary components that make defensive signaling effective, both of which require practice and discipline: 

• Giving appropriate signals to partner 

• Paying attention to partner’s cards  and acting on the messages that partner is sending 

 

The first opportunity to communicate with partner is may be the 3rd hand play to the first trick as the partner of the opening leader.  Gen-

erally, the 3rd hand is in one of two possible positions: 

• If partner leads a low card, then we should play 3rd-hand high.  (This is NOT an attitude signal.)  We’ll either try to win the 

trick, or we’ll al least try to force out a high card from declarer to help set up partner’s suit. 

• Otherwise, if partner has led a high card or if we can’t beat dummy’s card, then we should tell partner what we think about 

the suit lead.  This is call an attitude signal. 

 

When our card is an attitude signal: 

• We play the highest card that we can afford to suggest that partner should continue the suit.   

• We play our lowest card to suggest that partner might want to switch to a different suit.   

 

We might encourage if we have a  touching honor: 

• Partner leads the A (promising the K): Encourage  with the Q 

• Partner leads the K (promising the Q): Encourage with the A or J 

• Partner leads the Q (promising the J): Encourage with the K or T  

 

We might also encourage if we want a ruff.   If partner leads a suit in which we have a doubleton, we should play high to encourage to ask 

partner to continue the suit.  (This assumes that we have reason to think that we might be able to get a ruff.) 

 

A negative signal tends to deny the touching honor. BUT when signaling, it's important to consider the deal as a whole.  Sometimes, it's 

more important for partner to switch to a different suit even if we have the touching honor. 

 


